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Explore KOKET’s Newest Decor—A Whole New Collection, Fresh Design,
and Reimagined Favorites Await

PLUMA | SCONCE - NEW
“Your wings already exist, all you have to do is fly!” Bring strength, freedom, love, and
protective power to your interior with the charmingly angelic Pluma Sconce.

VIEW MORE
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SPELLBOUND SERIES - NEW STYLES
Inspired by KOKET’s beloved Spellbound Cabinet, the brand’s design team reimagined
the statement piece in the form of a stunning bar and armoire. Each new design
reconceptualizes the original cabinet’s sense of reveal and conceal as a beautiful metal
organic-lace adorns high-gloss lacquer.

SPELLBOUND | BAR CABINET
The chic interior of the Spellbound Bar Cabinet
is perfectly designed to store your wine and
cocktail accouterments. The piece also features
a long lockable drawer with a secret drawer for
your most precious items hidden inside and an
inset small drawer with a cedar wood interior for
cigars. Open or closed, this bar cabinet is ready
for a glamourous soiree. Cheers!
VIEW MORE

SPELLBOUND | ARMOIRE
The stunning interior of the Spellbound Armoire
opens to an antique mirror back with two glass
shelves a top four drawers embellished with
organic hardware finished to match the exterior.
VIEW MORE
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KK BY KOKET - NEW COLLECTION
A desire for fresh and youthful, yet irresistibly timeless, well-made home decor is at
the root of KOKET’s newest collection, KK by KOKET.
Born from the creative minds of KOKET, the KK Collection brings a new playful design
sense to the brand’s line of empowering statement pieces. KK by KOKET is inspired
in part by founder & CEO Janet Morais’ fond memories of Portugal dos Pequenitos, a
charming theme park in the Coimbra district of Portugal filled with diminutive versions
of Portuguese houses and monuments. Visiting this park as a child Janet recalls walking its miniaturized streets admiring the different architecture and dreaming of one
day having such a home. This aspirational feeling coupled with Janet’s desire to share
a simpler side of KOKET led to the creation of KK.
Each design in the collection is beautifully crafted in Portugal and delivered ready to
provide a lifetime of pleasure. The playfully chic collection consists of stylish dining
chairs, stools, and accent pieces each customizable with a variety of fabric and finish
options for the perfect match.

1. Valencia | Pouf 2. Tayma | Chair 3. Xangai | Dining Chair
4. Lucky 045 | Textile
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ABOUT KOKET
Daring design aesthetic, high impact events, lavish presentations, notoriously risqué
ad campaigns, and inspiring editorial, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s
mission to inspire love and empower through its statement pieces and unique
design-driven experi- ences and content.
The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in KOKET’s
Guilty Pleasures and Exotic Opulence Collections composed of dramatic case goods,
luscious up- holstery, exquisite lighting, and decadent furs; all of which mesmerize
with their magical mineral medleys, luxe metallics, vibrant jewel tones, and exotic
feathers. While the new KK by KOKET Collection offers a youthful side of KOKET with
irresistibly fresh, playful and vi- brant upholstery designs. With over two hundred
designs and counting, KOKET has become a go-to source for interior designers and
consumers looking to create unique spaces that exude sensuality and style.
KOKET’s savoir-faire is intoxicating! The line is manufactured by master artisans and
jew- elers who leave no detail or element forgotten. The brand’s principal designers
are a group of exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are led
by Founder & CEO Janet Morais’ creative eye and almost fanatic drive for perfection.
KOKET is managed by an elite staff of highly skilled individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction while seamlessly selling the collection worldwide
through a selective network of interior designers and luxury retail stores. The darling
of the furniture industry carries an admirable list of accolades in the film industry,
major international retail projects, top world hotels and hundreds of publications in the
most renowned shelter and luxury publications.

www.bykoket.com
www.kkbykoket.com
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